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This issue started with a conversation the editor had with some 
friends about how they had gone to school before they could speak 
English. (The next issue will feature their stories.) Starting school 
without speaking English still happens to immigrant kids, but the 
education world now has programs of research-based materials and 
practices for helping kids make the transition; that wasn’t the case 
when her friends went to school. Her friends’ experience got her to 
thinking about  French Canadian emigration to the U.S. generally 
and to the Hardwick area in particular. If you have any thoughts or 
memories to add, please send them along to Elizabeth Dow at the 
address below. 

The HHS does not have photos of French Canadians except for 
family portraits and groups. Aware that French Canadian families 
tended to include lots of children who helped with the work, we’re 
illustrating this issue with stock photos of children at work on the 
farm. They came from the Photogrammar database of government 
photos taken between 1935 and 1945. While the children pictured 
here aren’t Hardwick children, they are shown doing work that 
Hardwick children did. Unfortunately, the collection contains no 
photos of boys and girls helping inside homes. 

While most of this issue addresses the immigration of French 
Canadians to the Hardwick area, it also includes an article in which 
Taylor Meyer describes the old St. J. & L.C. Section House that 
stands along the track bed that parallels West Church Street. The 
Vermont Department of Transportation will likely remove it in 
the foreseeable future, so we thought we’d give it a nod before it 
disappears.
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***
The holidays are upon us. Do consider giving a gift membership to 

the HHS. Send a note with a check for $10 per person or couple to Susan 
Earle,  3549 Center Rd.,  East Hardwick, 05836, and include the name 
and address of the recipient of the gift. Susan will send a membership 
card in your name. 

***
The Depot has closed for the season, after a very productive summer. 

We will send an annual activity report for Hardwick’s 2017 town report and 
then include it in the next Journal. Here, however, we want to acknowledge 
the work of Bill Bird, Colleen Currier, Elaine Gendron, Lorraine Hill, 
Diane Tanguay, Carmeline Williams, and, of course, Lorraine Hussey – 
all of whom provided regular and high-quality volunteer work. 

***
Note our wonderful advertisers.  Thank them by supporting them as 

much as possible; they make the Journal possible.
***

The Society’s mission statement includes taking on the responsibility 
of preserving Hardwick’s history, and with that in mind the volunteers 
have worked faithfully to organize and document the holdings in the 
museum and archives so that generations that follow us can know what the 
museum and archives holds and where to find it. Preserving Hardwick’s 
history also involves taking steps to make sure that the materials we have 
today will remain available to researchers centuries from now. The latter 
responsibility points us to a couple of projects we need to undertake. 

First, we have 23 regular cassette and 4 micro-cassette tapes holding 
oral history interviews about Hardwick. If you think about the last time 
you used a cassette tape, you will realize how soon that medium of sound 
capture and reproduction will be as dead as 78 rpm records – remember 
them? We need to get the oral histories  transcribed – a project which will 
cost roughly $500 per tape if we have this work done professionally. 

Second, we have a nearly complete run of the Hardwick Gazette. The 
Vermont State Library has the Gazette on microfilm beginning in1920. 
It has microfilm for a few years’ volumes before that, but only a few. 
Therefore, the only two copies of the papers published between 1899 and 
1919 exist in the Gazette office and at the HHS. Hardwick had some very 
dramatic history between 1899 and 1919; it would be good if scholars 
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had access to the hometown newspaper that documents it, but they 
don’t unless they come to Hardwick. The State Library has expressed a 
willingness to work with us to microfilm the Gazettes they don’t have. It’s 
complicated and potentially expensive – up to $5,000 – but we will find a 
way to make it happen, eventually. 

Third, we’ve submitted a grant proposal for funds to help pay for 
windows in the Depot’s old freight room. The cost will total roughly 
$15,000. With windows, we can heat the room earlier in the spring and 
later in the fall, allowing us to provide more public programming. Right 
now, even though the space makes an excellent education center,  we close 
that part of the Depot just when the schools are opening in the fall, and 
we open it just as they are about to close for the summer. Windows will 
also improve the lighting of the room, described recently as “something 
of a cave.” 

Fourth, the trim paint at the Depot has begun to peel; it needs 
redoing – roughly $1,000. 

Fifth, we need more shelving for the newspapers. The bound 
volumes have their own acid-free boxes on metal shelving, and we 
started this summer moving the unbound volumes from the acidic 
cardboard boxes made to hold eggs into top quality archival folders 
and boxes made to hold newspapers. Now we need shelves for them  – 
roughly $800.  

***
Finally, we picked up an intriguing flyer at the Vermont History 

Expo at the Tunbridge Fairgrounds last June. It described  the 
Burlington Free Press’s feature called “History Space.” The Free Press 
“invites historical societies...to submit articles for the weekly section.” 
We’re looking for someone to work with us to put together an article of 
up to 1,500 words. Any takers?

***
Alert: “The Center for Research on Vermont at the University 

of Vermont will host an all-day conference examining the historical, 
cultural, and economic contribution of French Canadians to 
Vermont and New England, March 20, 2017. Registration: $40 per 
person. For more information, contact Richard Watts <rwatts@
uvm.edu>”

Publications Committee
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The most recent issue (Vol. 6 #3) contained a lot of errors that, 
thanks to Lorraine Hussey’s sharp eyes, I’m able to correct below:
 Page 4 – Lorraine Hussey’s telephone number    
                       should read 472-5903
 Page 5 – Janet Slayton, not Janice Slayton
     Mildred Slayton, not Beverly
     Stuart Slayton, not Stewart
 Page 17 – McLoud Block, not McLeod
 Page 19 – 1872, not 1972

Elizabeth H. Dow

errata

Archival Quality Containers to Protect  
Your Family Papers 

Now Available at the HHS
All folders @ $.50 ea.

15" x 12" x 10" cartons @ $12.50 ea.
15" x 6" x 10" cartons @ $8.50 ea.

Encapsulation polyester:  
2 mil @ $.85/sheet // 3 mil @ $1.10/sheet

Contact Lorraine Hussey at 472-5903
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tHe FreNcH caNadiaN MigratioN to Hardwick

From the late18th century to the mid 20th century, the border 
between Vermont and Quebec had more reality on a map than 
on the actual ground. People traveled back and forth, aware of 
moving between countries, but without any official concern about 
their migration. Moving from Quebec to Vermont happened with 
no governmental interference on either side of the border. When 
the US government created laws to bar immigrants, it made an 
exemption for people from Canada and Mexico. Canadian and 
Quebec elites found the emigration from Quebec troubling, but 
government officials did not. George Etienne Cartier, a Founder 
of the Canadian Confederation and once Premier of East Canada 
said, “ ‘Let them go; it’s the riff-raff that are leaving’....Given 
this attitude, little was done to prevent this immigration[sic], [or] to 
address the real problems that caused it....”1 

As a result, between 1840 and 1930, roughly 900,000 French 
Canadians people emigrated to the United States, most of them to 
New England.2 Some felt pulled by economic opportunities in the 
mills and factories in southern New England; some felt pushed by 
poverty, discouragement, and unemployment; all paid the costs. 

In 1851, Quebec had a population of approximately 890,000, of 
which 80% lived in rural areas. In 1931, only 36% of its 2,880,000 

Unidentified boy in Lowell, Vt. – Photo by Carl Mydans, 1936
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people lived in a rural area. By 1900, Quebec agriculture had 
become a commercial enterprise subject to market forces and 
demanding larger, more mechanized farms to produce economies 
of scale. That meant the farmer needed access to credit to buy 
more land, better cattle, modern equipment, or a combination of 
these three.3 Large city banks did not have branches in rural areas. 
Regional banks in rural Quebec did not have enough capital to 
meet the needs of their potential borrowers. Further, regional banks 
tended to lend to local elites rather than to farmers. When they did 
lend to farmers, they charged up to 12% interest.4

Culturally, despite the commercializing forces around 
them, “the French-Canadian farmer experienced great difficulty 
in freeing himself from the weight of custom.” and resisted 
modernization.5 Those who did want to upgrade their farms had 
trouble doing so because of the inadequate banking and credit 
system.

Without access to the credit needed to expand, farmers wanting 
to keep their farms often became loggers in winter to supplement 
their incomes, and they abandoned hopes of expansion. Many 
others moved to urban centers in Quebec or to the New England 
states. Where they poured into mills and other manufacturing 
plants; a few found their way onto farms. 

Roger LeCours reports French Canadians living in Hardwick 
and Greensboro as early as 1872.8 By 1892, enough lived in the 
area to warrant the creation of St. Michael’s Parish in Greensboro 
Bend.9  In the 1900 census, French Canadians made up 12 percent 
of the immigrant population in the Village of Hardwick.10 

LeCours found tracing early immigrants difficult because 
“French Canadian immigrants frequently anglicized their names 
to hide their true heritage...to avoid the prejudice and persecution 
encountered by some immigrants.”11 He claims that the French 
Canadian population around Hardwick did not grow robustly until 
near the end of World War I, when a wave of immigrants started to 
arrive.12

Elizabeth H. Dow
1. Damien-Claude Bélanger and Claude Bélanger, “French Canadian Emigration to the United States, 
1840-1930”, a paper presented at Marianapolis College, c. 1999, p. 11. faculty.marianapolis.edu/c.
belanger/quebechistory/readings/leaving.htm viewed 10/23/2016.
2. Bélanger and Bélanger, p. 2. 
3. Yves Roby, “The economic evolution of Quebec and the emigrant (1850-1929)” in Steeples and 
Smokestacks: a Collection of Essays on the Franco-American Experience in New England, edited by 
Claire Quintal. (Worcester, MA: Institut français of Assumption College, 1996): p. 8
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4. Bélanger and Bélanger, p. 5. In the 1890s, Hardwick’s Select Board typically ‘hired’ money at 6%.
5.Roby, p. 10
6.Roby, p. 10
7.Roby, p. 12-13
8. Roger LeCours, History of the French-Canadians in the Hardwick Area, 1870-2002. (Self-published, 
2002): 2. Available at the HHS.
9. Gail Sangree, “St. Michael’s Church” Hazen Road Dispatch
10.  Elizabeth H. Dow. Hardwick on the Map. MA Thesis: UVM, 1986, p. 105. Thirty years after 
I completed the study, I wonder why I never asked the computer to create a chart of people’s 
place of birth by their occupation, but I didn’t. Consequently, I cannot say what the 14 French 
Canadian men and 12 French Canadian women did for work. I can say that one family, the O’Clairs, 
contained four adult men and two adult women. The men worked in the granite industry which had 
developed a substantial presence in the Village by 1900. Twenty year old David O’Clair left Quebec 
for the Hardwick area in 1894, followed in 1899 by the rest of his family. The census shows that the 
elder O’Clairs, John and Julia, both born in Ireland, went out to Canada shortly after they married; 
all their children were born in Quebec. In Hardwick, John and his 3 older sons worked in the granite 
industry, and the women cared for three younger children and eight borders – all Irish-born granite 
workers. Paul Wood’s study of granite   industry-related obituaries in the Hardwick Gazette, and 
today’s oral tradition among the descendants of the French Canadian immigrants report that many 
French Canadian men worked in the granite industry just long enough to save enough money to buy 
a farm or business. For more on Wood’s study, see Volume 6 Issue 3 of this Journal.
11.LeCours, p. 2. For more on this phenomenon, see Michael Adams, “Assimilation of French-
Canadian Names into New England Speech: Notes from a Vermont Cemetery.” Names: a Journal of 
Onomastics, Vol. 56, No.2 (June, 2008); 65-80.
12. A study of the family histories compiled for the French Heritage Festivals, 1983-2002, supports 
this claim. 

Unidentified girl in Aroostook, Me. - Photo by John Collier, 1942
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Migrating, whether arriving at a new place (immigrating) or 
departing from a current home (emigrating)  carries economic costs, 
emotional costs, and cultural costs. The costs vary depending on the 
length and destination of the move. French Canadians, emigrating to 
Vermont, moved into an alien language, lifestyle, social mores and 
traditions, and religious environment. Indeed, French Canadians 
experienced a much more complicated assimilation process than 
migrants from English Canada. Both English and French Canadians 
crossed an international boundary, but French Canadian emigrants 
crossed a much more complicated cultural boundary than English 
Canadians.

We can calculate the economic cost of by adding 1) the cost 
liquidating assets in Canada, frequently at a loss, 2) the cost of 
packing materials for the move, 3) the cost of transportation and 
subsistence during the move, and 4) the costs of settling into the 
new life.1  

tHe cost oF MigratiNg

Family Owned

Johnny Gaynor in Fairfield, Vt. – Photo by Jack Delano, 1941
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High as the economic costs were, frequently the emotional 
and cultural costs felt higher. We cannot quantify the emotional 
and cultural cost of leaving behind beloved family and friends–the 
emigrant’s support system–or the loss of  the familiar sights, sounds, 
smells, and tastes of home. The landscape that defined the emigrant’s 
environment, perhaps from birth, may represent long ancestral ties 
and meaning. Likewise the language, religion, cultural ceremonies 
and events that filled the days and years.  The migrant might re-coup 
the economic costs, but never the emotional and cultural costs.2

With these costs to pay, why do people migrate? Sociologists 
and historians divide motivations into push factors and pull factors. 
Historically the big push factor has been “poor or deteriorating 
economic conditions” which make a satisfying life seem unattainable. 
Faced with relentless poverty or economic limitations, the emigrant 
feels pushed to find a better life. Frequently young men felt pushed 
to avoid conscription into military service. Many French Canadians 
left Quebec to avoid conscription into the British armed forces 
during World War I.3

If one thinks life is tolerable enough but does not equal or exceed 
prospects that beckon from another place, the emigrant will be 
pulled toward that alluring other place. Further, emigrants can also 
be pulled by positive reports from family and friends who migrated 
ahead of them.  
1 Damien-Claude Bélanger and Claude Bélanger, “French Canadian Emigration to the United States, 
1840-1930”, a paper presented at Marianapolis College, Montreal, c. 1999, p. 2.  faculty.marianopo-
lis.edu/c.belanger/quebechistory/readings/leaving.htm Viewed 10/21/2016.
2 See Oscar Handlin’s The Uprooted: The Epic Story of the Great Migrations that Made the American 
People ( Boston: Little, Brown, 1951) for a poignant exploration of the emotional and cultural expe-
rience of immigrants acculturating to America’s way of life. 
3 Bélanger, p. 3.  According to Daniel Metreaux, more French Canadians fought in the American 
forces in WWI than in the Canadian forces. Daniel A. Métraux, “The French-Canadian 
Experience in Greensboro and Orleans County.” Vermont’s Northland Journal (November 2014); 19.

Elizabeth H. Dow

 

All are welcome!

Buffalo Mountain 
Coop & Cafe

472-6020
Mon-Fri 8-7, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 10-6

Main Street Hardwick
 Celebrating over 40 Years!
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How did aMericaNs view iMMigraNts?

America thinks of itself as a nation of immigrants, and yet 
throughout American history immigrants have faced the nativism 
of generations which preceded them. The term nativism describes 
intense opposition to a non-native group based solely on its 
foreignness. Nativism found many specific points for opposing 
immigrants, depending on changing conditions, and it created a 
zeal to restrain non-natives because they seemed like enemies of the 
American way of life.1

Nativism first appeared as a national phenomenon in the 
1840s when hundreds of thousands of Catholic Irish escaped the 
Irish Famine by emigrating to the US, a largely Protestant society. 
Nativists regarded the authoritarian organization of the Catholic 
Church as incompatible with American democracy, and they feared 
that the new Catholic immigrants’ loyalty to the Pope would subvert 
American institutions.2 Despite that fear, “in general the American 
people maintained a cocksure faith in themselves, in their boundless 
opportunities for improvement and acquisition, and in the self-
perpetuating strength of their principles of freedom” until the 
1870s.3

After the American Civil War ended in 1865, industrial 
development in urban areas accelerated at a breathtaking pace, 
making the influx of millions of workers from Europe and Canada 
very welcome.  “By 1870, nationally, about one out of every three 
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employees in manufacturing and mechanical industries was an 
immigrant....New England factory owners actively recruited labor 
in French Canada.”4 The public responded with indifference. The 
beginning signs of social problems such as crowded neighborhoods 
and inadequate water and sanitation services, raised no concern. 
“Confidence in the country’s economic vitality extended, by and 
large, to its whole social order.”5

In the 1870s both Republicans and Democrats tried to resurrect 
anti-Catholicism, but the issue didn’t catch on.6 The French-

Son of Clinton Gilbert in Woodstock, Vt. – Photo by Marion Post Wolcott, 

Wolcott Street, Hardwick Vermont
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Canadians who came to northern Vermont during these times would 
not have aroused much concern. They came as farmers or laborers, 
but they did not threaten anyone’s job. Further, they came in small 
numbers.

By the late 1880s, however, everyone recognized the squaller of 
urban slums and the brutality of industrial exploitation of workers. 
Well-meaning efforts at reform could not break through the graft 
and corruption within local governments, so workers organized to 
demand higher wages and better working conditions. Even so, the 
power and arrogance of business leaders left reformers and workers 
defeated at every attempt. Frustration grew. About the same time, 
free or cheap western land disappeared; a disillusioned worker 
could no longer just “go west” to escape the conditions in the mills.  
The nation’s confidence waned about its ability to assimilate the 
“unwashed masses” coming to America.7 Fearing a great upheaval 
in American society, reformers agreed that unrestricted immigration 
must stop. In the late 1880s, the first anti-immigrant legislation 
appeared. Laborers supported it, seeing enemies in those immigrants 
who arrived in America with nothing but muscle and need, willing 
to work for any wages under any conditions.8

In the late 1880s, a string of strident and violent labor strikes 
provoked a “torrent of nationalist hysteria” and nativism,9 including 
a resurgence of anti-Catholicism aimed at the broad networks 
of Catholic churches and schools built to serve the hundreds of 
thousands Catholic immigrants. Anti-Catholics became insistent 

White Water Gallery
5 River Street, East Hardwick, Vt. 05836. 

Showcasing local artists.
Proceeds donated to Jeudevine Library, NEK arts and 

Grace Program. 
Supporting our creative community.

Open Sundays 11-3, Memorial Day - Labor Day
www.whitewatergallery.blogspot.com • 563-2037
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on a “standard, compulsory system of education dominated by the 
secular state.”10

As a general rule, nativism rises during economic disruptions, 
regardless how minor, so a major economic downturn between 1891 
and 1895 fed it. Unions began to favor native workers over foreign. 
In addition, farmers’ economic status deteriorated rapidly from 
1890 on, triggering nativism in  agricultural communities where 
it had not appeared earlier. Anti-Catholic nativism pressed its case 
with “piercing directness and redoubled...energy” as Americans’ 
confidence in society’s ability to absorb the newcomers floundered.11 
In Hardwick, the granite industry had begun to grow rapidly. A few 
French Canadians were drawn to it, and anti-Catholics would have 
noted the creation of St. Michael’s Catholic Church in Greensboro 
Bend in 1892 and St. Norbert’s in Hardwick in 1902. 

The anti-immigrant feelings in the nation began to subside in 
the late 1890s. America’s victory in the Spanish-American War 
in 1898, and its clear status as an important power in the world 
returned national confidence that had badly eroded in the previous 
two decades. “Concern over internal dissension was engulfed in a 
joyous consciousness of national unity.”12 Regardless, the nativist 
arguments of the previous decades had planted seeds which did not 
die. 

In the Village of Hardwick in the late 1890s, the population of 
foreign-born workers had begun to explode.  By 1900, the foreign-
born represented 24.2% of the population, including 30 French 
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Canadians which made up only 12% of the immigrant population. 
When the granite industry began to bring hundreds of foreign-born 
workers and their families to the village of Hardwick, no doubt 
the locals, aware of the national debate over  immigration, had 
concerns. Italians, especially, raised fears. Nationally, “the Italians 
were thought to be the most degraded of the European newcomers.” 
Most Italians were swarthy looking, half were illiterate, they came 
from the greatest poverty, and they would do the most menial 
jobs.13 Further, they were Catholic. But the Italians who came to 
Hardwick, all unionized skilled laborers, did not suit the stereotype. 
Charles Laymon, the editor of the Hardwick Gazette, reassured his 
readers that the Italians newly employed at the quarries “are quiet, 
peaceable people, get fairly good wages and are faithful workmen.”14 
Significantly, the editor had recently moved to Hardwick from 
Keating Summit, Pa., and in the previous week’s paper (9/17/1897) 
he had ranted against the “half clad...half famished...half intelligent” 
immigrants who had participated in the recent riots in Hazelton, Pa.; 
he did not automatically think highly of immigrants.15

At the turn or the 20th century, Hardwick’s society resembled 
that of small towns all over the country. At the top of the social order 
stood merchants, bankers, and successful farmers who exercised 
most of the political and financial power in the area. They lived 
in “a genteel but explicit Protestantism with Anglo-Saxon names 
and enjoyed a powerful advantage over all competitors.”16 The small 
minority of French Canadians in both the rural areas and the village 
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of Hardwick raised no concerns for them.17

Between the turn of the 20th century and America’s entry into 
World War I, the nation again lost its optimism about its ability to 
absorb hundreds of thousands of immigrants. The inflow peaked 
at 650,000 in 1907,18 and as the nation’s confidence waned, anti-
Catholicism grew. A number of publications sprang up in small and 
rural communities accusing the Catholic Church of trying to break 
unions and take jobs away from real Americans. These accusations 
joined the century-old fear that the rigid hierarchy of the church 
structure posed a threat to American democracy.19 This wave of 
nativism and anti-Catholicism peaked about 1914, but its echo 
reverberated for decades.

During WWI (1914-1918 in Europe, 1917-1918 for Americans), 
when a wave of French Canadian immigrants began to arrive in 
Hardwick, nativists focused on immigrants from Germany and the 
German Axis countries.  At the end of The War, nativists, fearful of 
the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, produced a Red Scare; neither 
of these big concerns applied to French Canadians.20 

The early 1920s spawned growth in the new Ku Klux Klan which 
promoted  a militant Protestant fundamentalism to keep its targets, 
which very much included Catholics, “in their place.” At its strongest, 
the Klan operated in 45 of the 48 states, including Vermont where 
French Canadians became a major target for intimidation. It reached 
the peak of influence in 1923 when it succumbed to internal fighting. 
It survived only in the Deep South where it remained an instrument 
for black oppression, but in the north, its prejudice survived.

In 1921, the Congress passed a bill, largely developed by Sen. 
William Dillingham of Vermont that placed strict numerical quotas 
on immigrants from Europe and Asia, but did not restrict the flow of 
labor from Canada or Mexico. A variation on that model governed 
immigration law  until the 1965 Hart-Celler Act completely reworked 
the quota system.21 

Elizabeth H. Dow
1. John Higham. Strangers in the Land. (New York:Atheneum, 1975); 4.
2. Higham; 6. 
3. Higham; 11
4. Higham; 16-17.
5. Higham; 18.
6. Higham; 29.
7. Higham; 36.
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8. Higham; 47.
9. Higham; 54 - 56.
10. Higham; 59.
11. Higham; 73-79.
12. Higham; 107
13. Higham; 66.
14. “A Busy Locality” Hardwick Gazette, September 24, 1897; 1. 
15. Elizabeth H. Dow. Hardwick on the Map. MA Thesis: UVM, 1986; 167, footnote 15.
16. Robert Weibe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920. New York: Hill and Wang, 1967; 3. Only 
when the leadership of the Woodbury Granite Company threaten their standing by naming the 
community’s new hospital after one of them in 1907, and opened The Granite Trust Bank in 1912, 
that successfully competed with the Hardwick Bank and Trust Company, controlled by the local 
gentry, did Village leadership balk at their presence.  
17. While the Dow thesis gives us very good numbers for the village, it contains nothing about the 
rural areas of the town.
18. Higham; 159.
19. Higham; 181.
20. Higham; 221-224.
21. Higham; 311.

Unidentified girl in Aroostook, Me. - Photo by Jack Delano, 1940
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John des Groseilliers

tHe NewcoMers

Between 1983 and 2002, Hardwick’s French Canadian 
community celebrated itself in an annual event called the French 
Heritage Festival which attracted hundreds of people from 
Vermont, Quebec, and French Canadian communities all over New 
England. Each year the festival honored one or two Hardwick 
area families, and for the event the families wrote histories of 
themselves. The Hardwick Historical Society has notebooks 
containing the histories and pictures each family compiled. Here I 
summarize the migration information contained in those histories; 
interested readers can fill in the details the families provided by 
consulting the full accounts themselves at the HHS. As you read 
these brief sketches, consider whether the emigrants probably felt 
pushed or pulled to the United States. 

Narcisse Rivet II and Arthemise Courtois Rivet arrived from 
Sainte-Brigitte-des-Saults, PQ, in 1890. The family history gives 
no reason, but it says they bought a farm in  Walden in 1902.

Louis and Adelaide Hamel  Patoine, arrived from St. 
Marguerite, PQ, around 1893. Louis had training as a granite 
polisher and came to work in the Hardwick sheds. He moved to 
a farm in Walden in 1913, and then moved to New Hampshire in 
1914.

Albert Renaud arrived from Ste-Rose, PQ, in the early 
1900s. He had a cheese factory in Canada, but he joined others in 
migrating to Vermont.

Didace and Rose-Anna Brochu Ferland, from St. Germain, PQ, 
arrived in 1916. They sought better lives in the US and bought a 
farm on Bridgman Hill where they raised 5 children.

Servan and Hosanna Bessette LeBlanc and an infant son 
arrived from St. Malo, PQ, in October, 1916. Though the history 
gives no reason for their move, they came to Hardwick, where he 
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worked on 
the Bridgman 
farm. In 1925, 
he bought 
a farm on 
the Center 
Road where 
they raised a 
large family. 
Hosanna bore 
18 children, 
but not all 
lived to 
adulthood.  

Rosaire 
Renaud, with 
his parents 
and 5 siblings, 
arrived from 
Ste-Rose, PQ, 
in Sept. 1916, 
when he was 
13. His father, 

Leon, had heard good reports of the farms in northern Vermont. 
Leon’s farm in Quebec was too small to support his family. Leon 
connected with a real estate agent who recruited French Canadians 
to purchase farms in the Hardwick area. When Leon came to look 
at farms “he was impressed with the size of Vermont farms and the 
fact that they sent milk to the creameries all year round. In Canada 
there were about three months every year when the cows dried up 
and creameries weren’t open.”1 Eventually Rosaire bought a farm 
which his son, Roland Renaud, owns today. 

Davila and Elodie Patoine Brochu, with 2 young children, 

Daughters of Chris Adolph in Yakima, Wa. – Photo by 

Dorthea Lange, 1942
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arrived from Frampton, PQ, in 1916, seeking to escape a poor 
economy and the difficult living they faced in Quebec. Eventually 
he bought a farm on the Cobb School Road. Davila’s two younger 
brothers followed from Quebec within a couple of years.

Odilon and Anna Tanguay LeCours and their 7 children arrived 
in 1917; the account offers no reason why. They bought a farm on 
the Hardwick Center Road.

Leon Renaud and Melvina Godbout Renaud and 6 children 
arrived from Ste-Rose, PQ, in 1917. The account gives no reason 
for their move.  They settled on the Center Road 

Oscar Perron and his brother moved from St. Albans, PQ, 
in 1919, to Barton and then to Hardwick, looking for work and 
adventure. They were bachelor stone cutters drawn to the granite 
boom. The brother went back to Canada, but Oscar stayed. The 
granite industry was slowing and the dust was ‘unbearable,’ so 
when he got laid off by the Woodbury Granite Company, he bought 
a farm in Greensboro in 1920. 

Mrs. Oscar Perron (born Annoncia Cliche) came with her 
parents and many siblings from Frampton, PQ in 1918; she 

802-472-9100 • Fax 866-450-9747
novt@pdr-usa.net

pauldavisrestorationvermont.com

404 Wolcott Street • Hardwick, VT 05843
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was 18. In Quebec, the Cliche’s farm was stoney, and the father 
supplemented his income as a dowser. Good friends and former 
neighbors, the Thomas Brochus who had already moved to 
Hardwick, asked the Cliche family to join them, saying there was a 
good farm available. Oscar married Annoncia in 1920. 

Napoleon and Leah Beauregard Lussier and their 11 children 
arrived from St. Hyacinthe, PQ, in 1919. They owned and operated 
a bakery in Quebec, but the account gives no reason for their 
move. They settled in East Albany.

Brenda Menard, Broker
Anita Lamotte, Sales Associate

163 Wolcott Street, Hardwick, VT
(802) 472-3338   choicevt@gmail.com

www.ChoiceRealEstateVT.com

         

Daughter of Chris Adolph in Yakima, Wa. – Photo by Dorthea Lange, 1942
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Joseph and Anna Rouleau Morin,with nephew Wilfred 
Charland and niece Marie Anne Rouleau, arrived from Ste. Justine, 
PQ, in 1920. Illness of the children’s mother forced her to give 
them over to the Morins who had no children. The Morins had 
owned a hotel/boarding house in Quebec and decided to move like 
the “many French-Canadian families [who] were buying farms 
in this area during the early 1920s.”2 They settled on the Bayley-
Hazen Road in Walden.

George and Georgianna Poulin Letourneau and 7 children 
moved to West Albany in 1920. George was a lumberman, but the 
account does not mention why they moved nor from where. 

Omer and Adele Tanguay Fortin and 9 children moved from 
Ste. Justine, PQ, to Greensboro in 1920. Omer, a blacksmith, 
followed friends and family who praised the area. Eventually he 
bought a farm. Joseph Lavertu left Quebec in 1925 to work for 
Omer; in 1926 he married Marie-Ange Fortin. When Omer sold 
the farm in 1932, Joe became a carpenter and in 1938-1939, a 
contractor living first in Greensboro and then in Hardwick. 

Domina Demers and Eva Guilbert and 12 children emigrated 
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to the mills in Rhode Island in 1926. They had been farmers in St. 
Valerien, PQ and moved “because of difficult times in Canada,”3 In 
1928, they bought 425 acres in Walden. In 1945, with their family 
grown, the parents sold the farm to Aime and Beatrice Bellavance 
and returned to Quebec.

Leonidas and Albertine Cote Brosseau, 3 children, Albertine’s 
brother, his wife and son moved from Roxton Falls, PQ, in May, 
1929. In Dec. 1930, Leo returned to Quebec and brought back 
a Choquette family consisting of parents and 14 children. Leo 
bought a large farm in Hardwick for the Choquette family and the 
two families moved from Wolcott to Hardwick. With the help of 
the children they milked 100+ cows by hand. 

Elizabeth H. Dow
 

1. Oscar Perron, a narrative by Ted Perron and Laurette Renaud Perron.  
2. Untitled account compiled by Lorraine Charland Hall and Carmeline Charland Williams 
3. Narrative of the Domina Demers and Eva Guilbert Family.

Son of William Gaynor in Fairfield, Vt. – Photo by Jack Delano, 1941
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How were tHey greeted?

The French Canadians who came to Vermont received a variety 
of receptions from the Yankees who lived in the area, depending on 
when they came. 

Before railroads, boats brought French Canadians with scythes  
into the Champlain Valley where they found an eager market for 
their labor during haying seasons. In 1925, a time when French 
Canadians were coming into Vermont in great numbers, Marion 
Horsford, who clearly had deep roots in the Champlain Valley, 
wrote of them, “They came and returned leaving traditions of their 
strength, their merriment, and their laziness, which old Vermonters 
[living] in the 1870s enjoyed describing to their grandchildren. 
These Frenchmen ...were needed, and no one looked into the future 
with fear that they might come to stay or bothered himself with any 
problem of immigration or question of assimilation. They came 
to cut the grass....”1 In those days,” Horsford explained, “farmers 
were building large delightful houses and bank accounts.” As 
Horsford tells the story, the first wave of Canadian immigration 
into the area raised no alarm. American nativism, other than the 
emerging anti-Catholicism of the era, had not solidified. 

Horsford explained that “the second period of the French 
migration began in Civil War days when farmers were selling 
produce for war prices, and looking for cheap labor....At this time 
when farmers were prosperous and needing help...small houses 
were built on the farms and Canadians came with their families to 
set up housekeeping in a new land. These immigrants were good 
strong workmen but not thrifty: they made no effort to acquire land 
at first.”2 

Roger LeCours found French Canadians living in Hardwick in 
the early 1870s, perhaps moving from the Champlain Valley on the 
newly constructed Lamoille Valley Railroad. They would have met 
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very little resistence based on the nation’s mood about immigrants. 
The nation still had confidence that it could absorb and assimilate 
everyone.  

By the time that Louis and Adelaide Hamel  Patoine arrived 
in the early 1890s, however, the nation’s mood had changed, 
but I question whether Hardwick had changed with it. Rural and 
prosperous in Northern Vermont, Hardwick did not fit the model 
that drove much of the nativism through the last decades of the 19th 
century. The arguments that drove the nativist movement in urban 
areas might have resonated on an abstract level but, I contend, not 
in the direct experience of people in Hardwick.

In Hardwick, immigrants increased the work force but did not 
displace workers. In Hardwick, industrialization in the form of 
granite quarrying and cutting came after the social upheaval caused 
by industrialization in urban areas, and it did not involve large 
numbers of poorly paid unskilled workers. Hardwick’s immigrants 
came to the Hardwick area with specialized knowledge and skills 
that helped increase the economic base for everyone. In Hardwick, 
granite manufacturers accepted industry’s major union, the Granite 
Cutters’ International Association, in the early 1890s. The union 
itself, being international, never attempted to exclude foreign-born 
members.

The third wave of French Canadian immigration to the 
Hardwick area appeared about 1916. The end of World War 
I produced a period of economic disruption and stagnation; 
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Agricultural commodity prices fell, as did land values, and farmers 
throughout the nation fell into a post-war depression.  Blanche 
Earle told me that in the 1920s the Yankee farmers could not afford 
to pay hired help and did not have large families to help on the 
farm. The French did, and so the Yankees sold to them.3 Horsford 
observed that “the diminishing number of [Yankee] descendants 
can barely make a living.”4 

By 1925, when Horsford wrote the article, the cost of labor 
was high and milk “sometimes sells at a price below the cost of 
production.”5 The author further mused “sad it is, I admit, that 
the remaining Americans must see their number decreasing and 
the old homes passing into the hands of ‘foreigners’ but those 
foreigners may be supported by the Lord of the Universe, even as 
the ancestors of the Americans were supported when they cleared 
away the forests and fitted the land for cultivation.” But the author 
also opined that “...newcomers from Canada [in 1925] are superior 
to those that came to New England in the 1860’s” Throughout the 
article, Horsford betrayed a deep prejudices against the French 
Canadians, reflecting the nativist concerns of the early 1900s, and 
he struggled to present these “foreigners” in a good light.  “Coming 
south with no culture of their own, with only potentialities, and 
the example of honest and thrifty New Englanders,” Horsford 
wrote, “their development  has been very different from that of the 
‘Cajuns’ in Louisiana...who we are told have not assimilated, have 
not become loyal citizens of America.”6 

!
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Lewis Hill observed in an interview with Daniel Metreaux that 
“one factor that facilitated the buying of farms was the availability 
of easy credit. When a French family came to Greensboro, they 
most often came with many children, all of whom when they were 
old enough would work on the farm. The fact that the French 
were known as hard workers and so many members of the family 
worked together on a farm pretty much guaranteed that their 
farms would be successful businesses. That is why the banks were 
willing to give them easy and cheap credit, which in turn allowed 
them to buy their farms quite easily even though they often arrived 
from Canada with very little money.”7 

While the French coming to Hardwick raised anti-Catholic 
concerns, Hardwick Catholics didn’t live apart in isolated 
communities and they never developed their own schools. French 
Canadian children went to school with local children and their 
parents interacted with their Yankee neighbors in the market place. 
Horsford, clearly aware of the national conversation about the 
need to assimilate immigrants, observed that “...in rural Vermont, 
French children have grown up in the public schools, (the only 
really democratic institution we have) with American children...” 
Horsford observed that in 1925 “...prejudice [against the French] 
exists in patches today like snow in April, and like April snow, 
it is gradually disappearing under the good temper, charm, and 
[assimilation] progress of the Canadians.”8

Elizabeth H. Dow
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1. Marion Horsford, “Canadians in Vermont.” The Vermonter:The State Magazine Vol. 30, No. 1 
(1925); 11; the author no doubt wrote from personal viewpoint at the end of an era of nativist 
anxieties about immigration problems and questions of assimilation. 
2. Horsford; 12.
3. Personal interview with Blanche Earle who lived on the Center Road, conducted July 18, 1981.
4. Horsford; 11.
5. Horsford; 11.
6. Horsford; 15, 14.
7. Daniel A. Métraux, “The French-Canadian Experience in Greensboro and Orleans County.” 
Vermont’s Northland Journal (November, 2014); 19.
8. Horsford; 15.

Hay’s Service Station, Inc.
Phone: 802-472-5922

Mill Street
P.O. Box 432

Hardwick, VT 05843

Son of a Swedish farmer in New London, Ct. - Photo by John Collier, 1942
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Hardwick’s railroad sectioN House

Traveling out of Hardwick on North Main Street just past the 
present day headquarters of the Hardwick Electric Department, lies 
the rail-less railroad bed of the defunct Lamoille Valley Railroad.  
Venturing west on the old rail bed, engulfed in a tunnel of trees, 
someone regularly mows the grass which lies behind the row of 
houses on West Church Street. The echo of the last train whistle has 
faded from memory and the shaking of the homes on this street as the 
freight trains rumbled by is just a dream.  But, these now-removed 
tracks put Hardwick on the map.

The Lamoille Valley Railroad, later known as the St. Johnsbury 
and Lake Champlain Railroad, which passed through Hardwick was 
completed in 1877. Through the years it served Vermont as both a 
passenger and a freight line.  Freight traffic primarily consisted of 
dairy products for the Boston market as well as timber, limestone, 
talc, asbestos and granite.  Passenger service ended in 1956. The State 
of Vermont purchased the line in 1973 and returned its name to the 

The St.J & L.C. Section House behind West Church Street
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Lamoille Valley Railroad with freight service continuing until the 
railroad’s closing in 1994.1

The glory days of the mighty railroad have passed into history.  
But, not far down the vacant rail bed sits one of the last structures 
connected to Hardwick’s era with the railroad.

Sinking into the ground, neglected for decades with boarded up 
windows, the only light leaking into the structure coming from the 
holes in the roof, this 26’ x 15’ house may be standing only because of 
the chimney that supports it from the center. When it was in working 
order, the house was the shelter that sustained the crews who maintained 
the rails and kept the trains moving on time and connected Hardwick 
to the world.  It was Hardwick’s own Railroad Section House.

A railroad section house is a building or house-like structure 
located near or next to a section of railroad used for housing railroad 
workers, or for storing and maintenance of equipment for a section 
of railroad. Section houses were used mainly from the 1890’s to the 
1960’s.  By the 1970’s, section houses were being phased out.2

Hardwick’s section house primarily served as the base of operations 
for the section crews. Ken Williams, a fourteen year employee of the 
railroad can remember when the section house was in operation.  Mr. 
Williams recalled the house had two rooms.  The left side opened to 
a storage area, and the right side was where tools, like spike pullers, 
track bolts, joint bars, jacks, shovels and other tools used for track 
repair and maintenance lined the walls.  A stove provided heat for the 
workers and warmth for the 4’ x 8’ maintenance car that was stored 
next to it.  Rail tracks ran out of the building to a turn table with access 
to the main rail line. 

Section crews mainly consisted of a two to four-man crew.  From 
the section house the crew would be in charge of seven to ten miles 
each way.  Mr. Williams said that the crew would work the line from 
Hardwick west to the Fisher Bridge.  In the winter the crew sometimes 
would have to walk the lines because the light weight motored 
maintenance car had trouble gaining traction in the snow.  Each town 
had its own section house, most not as large as Hardwick’s. The typical 
size, approximately 10’x 14’, was represented by the section houses 
in East Hardwick, Greensboro Bend, and Walden – none of which 
remains standing today.3
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Through time the railroad industry mechanized. The section 
crews’ handcars were replaced by 1910 when the motorized cars saw 
widespread use, moving faster and requiring fewer men to operate.4 
Richard Brochu, who grew up on West Church Street in the 1950’s 
and 60’s, remembers the section house crew that worked five days a 
week and sometimes on Saturday maintaining the rails. As a kid, he 
called the section house the “Putt Putt” house because that was where 
the miniature train/motor car was stored.5

By the 1970’s the motorcars had been phased out in favor of Hy-
Rail Vehicles, which are standard road vehicles with retractable guide 
wheels that operate on road and rail.6 This would finalize the end of 
the local Section Houses. 

The Section House represents Hardwick’s kinship to the 
industrial railroad era. A broken lantern still hangs on the 
darkened wall of the house. The connection has long faded 
from the backbreaking work that the section crews preformed 
to keep the trains rolling and to keep Hardwick connected to 
the world.                                             
                                                                                      Taylor Meyer
1 History of the LVRR.  www.LVRT.org/history/. Viewed 6/21/2016.
2 Section house (railway). en.wikipedia.org/w/index.title=Section_ house_(railway). Viewed 
6/15/2016.
3 Interview with Ken Williams. 6/20/2016.
4 Railroad Handcar. www.railroadhandcar.com/history. Viewed 6/25/2016.
5 Conversation with Richard Brochu. 6/23/2016.
6 NARCOA: North American Railroad Operators Association. www.narcoa.com/aboutnarcoa. Viewed 
6/23/2016.

802.472.5334
Hardwick, Vermont
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